Disclaimer:

The approvals by the Investment Committee on the proposals to use the EU Guarantee to support financing and investment operations are made publicly available if the operation is also approved by the governing bodies of the Implementing Partners and as soon as the consent for disclosure has been obtained from the relevant counterparty. Information to be made publicly accessible shall not contain commercially sensitive information or personal data that are not to be disclosed under the Union data protection rules.

Financing and investment operations

The approval for the use of the EU guarantee by the InvestEU Investment Committee in its meeting of 6-7 July 2023 includes the below operations.

**European Investment Bank (EIB)**

**SOLARIA EUROPEAN PV GREEN LOAN (ES, Multi-country)**
Proposed InvestEU financing (approximate amount): EUR 1300m

**PROJECT NEPTUNE - OFFSHORE WIND FARMS POLAND (PL)**
Proposed InvestEU financing (approximate amount): EUR 700m

**VERKOR EV BATTERY GIGAFACTORY (FR)**
Proposed InvestEU financing (approximate amount): EUR 350m

**EU SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE LENDING ENVELOPE (Multi-Country)**
Proposed InvestEU financing (approximate amount): EUR 250m

**VIVIUM SUSTAINABLE ELDERLY CARE (NL)**
Proposed InvestEU financing (approximate amount): EUR 70m

---

1 This document has been revised on 8 August 2023 to include VIVIUM/EIB
EU Guarantee Approvals

European Investment Fund (EIF)

AMENDMENT AND INCREASE OF FRAMEWORK OPERATION #16 SUSTAINABILITY GUARANTEE – MS-C ROMANIA (UNCAPPED)

The Amendment and increase of the Framework Operation supporting the green transition of SMEs, Small Mid-caps, natural persons and housing associations in Romania.

AMENDMENT AND INCREASE OF FRAMEWORK OPERATION #15 SME COMPETITIVENESS GUARANTEE – MS-C ROMANIA (UNCAPPED)

The Amendment and increase of the Framework Operation enhancing access to finance of SMEs in Romania.

LOGICAL CONTENT VENTURES SAS (FR, Multi-country)

Alternative investment fund targeting investments in audio-visual content productions with a strong focus on France.

Council of Europe Development Bank (CEB)

Social Finance in Ireland
InvestEU operation amount: EUR 20 million

The purpose of the operation is to support, the affordable financing of community, voluntary and social enterprises (CVSE) organisations and to contribute to (i) enhancing economic and social inclusion of vulnerable groups and (ii) promoting sustainable and territorial community development, with a focus on rural communities. The categories of end-borrowers supported, by the financial intermediary Social Finance Foundation (SFF), through its lending partners, are: (i) community-based sports clubs and facilities, (ii) community and voluntary organizations and (iii) social enterprises and (iv) others.
The operation consists in an investment by CDC into an Investment Platform. EIB will co-invest in the Investment Platform. The investment platform will invest to build and operate ca. 12 local data centres in their development, construction, ramp-up and operation phase. They will provide digital services to a wide array of industries, businesses, public actors and digital service companies. This will help foster economic activity in semi-urban and rural areas, expand or relocate industries and businesses, and create or maintain jobs.